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Red circles were selected angles for combinatorial scan. C219S  D219S  E219S  F219S  G219S  H219S  I219S  K219S  L219S  M219S  N219S  P219S  Q219S  R219S  S219S  T219S  V219S  W219S D279Q  E279Q  F279Q  G279Q  H279Q  I279Q  K279Q  L279Q  M279Q  N279Q  P279Q  Q279Q  R279Q  S279Q  T279Q  V279Q  W279Q C219S  D219S  E219S  F219S  G219S  H219S  I219S  K219S  L219S  M219S  N219S  P219S  Q219S  R219S  S219S  T219S  V219S  W219S A303T  C303T  D303T  E303T  F303T  G303T  H303T  I303T  K303T  L303T  M303T  N303T  P303T  Q303T  R303T  S303T  T303T  V303T  W303T A303T  C303T  D303T  E303T  F303T  G303T  H303T  I303T  K303T  L303T  M303T  N303T  P303T  Q303T  R303T  S303T  T303T  V303T  W303T D307Y  E307Y  F307Y  G307Y  H307Y  I307Y  K307Y  L307Y  M307Y  N307Y  P307Y  Q307Y  R307Y  S307Y  T307Y  V307Y  W307Y The hydrophobicity penalty and Epolar energy of transmembrane (TM) 5, 6, and 7 was calculated and plotted radically outward in kcal/mol. In the E plot, 0 is the lowest E, and others are the relative E compared with the lowest one. Energetically preferred angles of each TM are marked with circle. The loops and N and C termini were added, and we carried out 1 ns of MD simulations on the apo protein, SB706375-bound rUT2R, ACT058362-bound rat and human UT2R in explicit membrane and water, as shown in Figure A-14A . The root mean square deviation (RMSD) trajectory of protein and ligand through 1ns dynamics is given in Figure 5B , indicating that the ligand was stabilized after 100ps in the binding site. The reason for ligand fluctuation until 100ps is that the original H-bond of NH is in a quinoline ring and S2195.46 destabilized and formed an alternative H-bond with the backbone carbonyl atom of L215 5.42 . Thus, the η angle of TM5 did not converge until 100ps, as shown in Figure A-14C . In particular, Figure A-15 shows the important receptor-ligand interactions in the binding site. The starting structure showed several H-bonds: D130
3.32 and a protonated amine in piperidine ring, S219 5.46 and the NH in the quinoline ring, and Q279
6.55 and the CO atom of the urea group. During these dynamics, water entered into the binding site, bridging between water and the NH of the quinoline ring thus replacing the H-bond of the NH quinoline with the side chain OH of S219 5.46 into the backbone CO atom of L219 5.42 . Our conclusion from these full MD studies is that the MembScream predicted structure is stable. All classical H-bonding networks among TMs 1-2-7 (1.50-2.50-7.49) and TMs 2-3-4 (2.45-3.42-4.50) in rUT2R structures were stabilized through 1ns simulations. A) The superimposition of ACT058362 at rat Urotensin II receptor before and after 1ns molecular dynamics, B) Several hydrogen bonding distances through 1ns dynamics.
